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ABSTRACT
For software interacting directly with real-world end-users, it is

common practice to script scenario tests validating the system’s

compliance with a number of its features. However, these do not

accommodate the replication of the type of end-user activity to

which the system is required to respond in a live instance. It is

especially true as compliance might also break in scenarios of in-

teractions with external events or processes, such as other users.

State-of-the-art approaches aim at inducing the software into run-

time errors by generating tests that maximize some target metrics,

such as code coverage. As a result, they suffer from targeting an

infinitely large search space, are severely limited in recognizing

error states that do not result in runtime errors, and the test cases

they generate are often challenging to interpret. Other forms of

testing, such as Record-Replay, instead fail to capture the end-users’
decision-making process, hence producing largely scripted test sce-

narios. Therefore, it is impossible to test a software’s compliance

with unknown but otherwise plausible states. This paper introduces

“Synthetic End-User Testing,” a novel testing strategy for complex

systems in which real-world users are synthesized into reusable

agents and employed to test and validate the software in a simu-

lation environment. Hence, it discusses how end-user behavioral

examples can be obtained and used to create agents that operate the

target software in a reduced search space of likely action sequences.

The notion of action expectation, which allows agents to assert

the learned compliance of the system, is also introduced. Finally,

a prototype asserting the feasibility of such a strategy is presented.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computingmethodologies→ Agent / discretemodels; Neu-
ral networks; • Software and its engineering→ Software testing
and debugging.

KEYWORDS
Multi-agent systems, agents, testing, neural networks, Markov mod-

els, deep learning

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, highly popular and complex systems that enable the

interaction between multiple users, e.g., social platforms, pose a

unique and non-trivial challenge in software testing [1]. Such sys-

tems might be affected by issues that only arise under real-world

interactions between multiple users, such as problems of security,

integrity, and privacy [1]. For this reason, today’s testing methods

might appear limited. Traditional testing strategies overpower the

developer’s role, who is expected to know the popular use patterns

of the system’s users and needs to compose tests for all such scenar-

ios. Instead, state-of-the-art testing approaches, e.g., Search-Based
Software Testing, generally optimize on code metrics, e.g., coverage,

which lack correlation with actual end-user behavior [13].

One way of testing would be to use real end-users. Indeed, the

system is likely to be already running in another production in-

stance, with a community of real users interacting with it and each

other. Alternatively, the platform may still be at a development sta-

tus for which it would at least be possible to test it with a restricted

group of testers. On the one hand, it is risky to mix testing activities

with production systems. On the other hand, using human testers

in an isolated development environment can hardly resemble a re-

alistic system load. Therefore, it is paramount that the systems are

tested with a simulated user activity that resembles sequences of

user requests found in production. This raises two main concerns:

(1) how can a simulation environment be constructed to execute

such tests? (2) how can realistic user activity be created and tested?

Existing approaches have been focusing on recreating a model

of the target platform, on which a simulation can be run [11]. How-

ever, generally, platforms are complex to the point that manually

compiling accurate models of user behavior becomes a tedious task

and intractable, with results far from the expected use patterns

experienced in the target live instance. Therefore, such simulations

and models remain at a high level of abstraction and are often far

from reflecting a realistic scenario of a production system. One may

argue that the manual scripting of test scenarios might be avoided if

current state-of-the-art approaches in the field of software test gen-

eration were adapted to operate as users. Baseline solutions in this

space, such as Monkey Testing [9] are limited to generating user ac-

tivity by triggering random actions on the client and not effective in

reproducing user activity [14, 15]. However, while this would poten-

tially test for all possible activity sequences the systemmay undergo

in production, it also tries within amuch greater activity set, most of

which are highly unlikely to occur. Moreover, the results of multiple

random testers operating in parallel on the system might be unpre-

dictable and uncontrollable. Instead, advanced solutions inform the

action selection process through some internally evolving logic that

strives to operate the target software in ever more effective ways to

discover control sequences leading to some runtime error [6, 16].

Some of these strategies also explicitly target Graphical User

Interface (GUI) [12] software. However, these are in a constant

evolution of an outer process focused on boosting the strategy’s

effectiveness in maximizing some software testing-related metrics,

e.g., the coverage, or a combination of such metrics. As a result,

these approaches typically lead to the generation of test scenar-

ios that are difficult to comprehend and part of a more extensive

search space that includes tests largely unaware of the behavior or
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Figure 1: The workflow of the approach.

intended/expected use patterns of the software they test. Moreover,

tests generated through such strategies are known to be largely

ineffective in the detection of bugs [2, 18].

In light of the challenges raised in this space, this work intro-

duces Synthetic End-User Testing, a novel strategy for the automated

testing of complex systems, in which real-world end-user are simu-

lated by agents [20] that operate on an instance of the target system.

The test scenario search space can be reduced to one consisting of

the set of use patterns that users of the system in production have

shown to perform. It is a desirable proposition, as it will validate

a system’s compliance to the set of most likely use cases, redirect-

ing development time towards changes improving real-world use

cases. Intuitively, the information for exploring this search space

can be inferred by the systems’ current user base. For the average

case, there exists the opportunity to track both the actions and

interactions of real users and how the state of the target platform

changes over time. Therefore, in this context, generating test sce-

narios moves the focus away from generators that maximize the

test coverage but instead towards minimizing the distance of syn-

thetic end-user models to their respective and unknown end-user

processes. Furthermore, current system compliance represents valu-

able information for encoding user expectations following some

action. Modeling user expectations of the system’s behavior would

also allow for the statistical assertion of the system operation.

The proposed approach consists of three components, i.e., track,

synthesize, and play. They are in charge of registering end-user

activities, then encode into automated agents, and finally reproduc-

ing actions into a simulated environment. Each component opens

to many strategies, technologies, and methods that represent the

primary goal envisioned in this paper. The tracking might be imple-

mented for different programming languages and frameworks. The

synthesis of agents might be based on statistical methods or using

neural networks trained on the mole of collected user activities.

Finally, the reproduction of agents can target different testing goals,

such as stress testing and bug discovery.

The remainder of the paper provides an overview of the approach

and its components and presents a prototype of this novel approach

to support its feasibility. The replication package is published at

the address https://github.com/MEPalma/SyntheticEndUserTesting-

Prototype [17].

2 APPROACH
The proposed approach consists of three different components, i.e.,

track, synthesize, and play. Figure 1 shows the workflow of how

such elements are connected and interact with the “real” and mock

actors. In the vision of Synthetic End-User Testing, each component

is highly cohesive but weakly coupled, and different technologies

and methods can be combined to reach various goals for testing.

For instance, one might decide to (1) track end-users of an Android

client for a social network, (2) use statistical methods to synthesize
automated agents, then (3) play the agents to stress the platform

under test to discover crashes or check whether the performance

decays. In the following, each of the components is discussed.

Track. The first phase consists of having real end-users using the

target application while their actions are being tracked. The user

activity is registered as a sequence of bindings of application states

and user actions. The data recorded must be sufficient for modeling

user behavior regarding the application’s state. An agent should

recognize the state the application is in and, by inference from the

behavior the user had previously shown to take, sample one action

out of those made available to the user. The representation of the

application state should also enable the agent to validate the con-

sequences of an action it has taken. It means that if the application

had consistently promoted responses of some specific trend to the

same subsequence of actions, the agent should be able to assert

if the application is still compliant with that behavior. A tracking

layer should also enable the agent to perform an action in a manner

that promotes the application to carry out the exact computation

as if a real user had taken it. Tracking has to happen transparently

to the end-user without showing any decay of the user experience.

Developers have to decide what and when to track, therefore,

they instrument the original program code that ideally has to re-

main intact. This part is envisioned to be technology-dependent

since a dedicated tracker has to be specifically developed for the

technology employed for the clients. If a specific programming

language or framework is used, there might be the possibility of

leveraging some convenient functionalities. For instance, the user

interface of an Android app is likely based on a widget toolkit

library that manages the GUI. Furthermore, a tracking procedure

might then be injected into the library without the need to touch

the original codebase through technologies, e.g., Aspect-Oriented

Programming (AOP). It is up to the developers to decide the level

of granularity of such tracking. This choice will then be relevant

during the next phase of synthesis.

Synthesize.Once track(s) of individual end-users have been recorded,
it is time to model the agents. An agent is meant to be a synthetic

encoding of the user behavior its target end-user has led to observe.

As black boxes, agent models are given user tracking data, then

acting as predictors of the following action given the application

state, set of available actions, and some internal state. The leverag-

ing of end-user activity opens the door to a number of candidate

strategies for the encoding of user processes.

A baseline approach might assume that the variability of action

selection for a given user is only dependent on the system’s current

state. Hence, user data might be compiled into baseline models such

as Markov Chain [7, 10], in which the system states are nodes of the

decision graph. A set of actions are sampled with the observed fre-

quency probability, a procedure that, in turn, semantically leads the

user to request the system to transition from one state to another.

Alternatively, inspiration from recent leaps in the building of

language models [5, 19] may be considered for the generation of
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user action models. The training of language models in Masked Lan-

guage Model (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) [19] share

many similarities with user action modeling. An initial approach

may considermaskedwords to bemaskedactions, allowing themodel

to learn the bidirectional structure of action sequences, while the

recognition of ordered entailment between sets of action sequences

might promote the learning of the semantics, or simulate the con-

text, for which two or more such sequences follow each other.

Finally, the opportunity to produce generative user actionmodels

should be considered with approaches such as Generative Adver-

sarial Networks (GAN) [8] models. Similarly, information about

the system’s response, or resulting state, to user actions might be

used for the modeling of user expectations. For this purpose, deep

auto-encoder models used in anomaly detection may be adapted to

this problem [3, 4, 21]. If trained to reconstruct the system’s state

following a user’s action, future reconstructions may signal the

level of surprise about the system’s operation.

Play. The generated agents are now ready to be deployed into a

testing environment. Synthetic End-User Testing is not necessarily

tied to a specific testing goal. One might decide to test the system’s

performance under stress through the mean of several multiple

realistic users or discover bugs that derive from the simultaneous

use of the system, which are otherwise difficult to capture through

traditional unit testing. The possibilities are numerous, but each of

them needs to manage the reproduction of agents accordingly.

The agents can be executed in a playground where they behave

like the original end-users. Reproducing exactly what happened

during the tracking phase is infeasible since the concurrency im-

plicitly causes a non-deterministic scenario. However, the approach

is meant to reproduce realistic behaviors, therefore, originating

the expected user interactions. The play engine has to manage the

execution of the agents, who observe the reality and detect a status,

then decide what actions to perform. This could be done in real-time

if relevant to the testing purposes. Otherwise, the time in the reality

of the playground can be accelerated. Furthermore, as during the

tracking phase agents have learned to statistically infer expecta-

tions about changes in the application’s state following some action,

the target software may also be monitored with regard to its consis-

tency in complying with the expected/past behavior. At the same

time, the opportunity to discover runtime errors remains available.

Optionally, real end-users might take part in the interaction. Ide-

ally, this should still happen in a dedicated playground, not a pro-

duction environment. Moreover, what happens in the playground

can be further tracked to generate new and possibly improved data.

In this case, the room for methods and technologies is widely open,

and one may choose to leverage reinforcement learning strategies.

3 PROTOTYPE
This section presents the prototype of Synthetic End-User Testing
developed, and available in the replication package [17]. This work

addresses feasibility of the approach and promotes discussions

about future work. Some key aspects addressed include: (1) user

tracking logics to be injected into a codebase without the latter

being adapted for this purpose; (2) the recorded tracking data to be

well-formed and useful for the synthesizing of user behavior; (3) an

agent to be enabled to simulate user interactions without adding ex-

plicit support for codebase without the latter being adapted for this

purpose; (4) a synthesized agent to rely on past user behavior data

to decide what user action to take; (5) an agent to be constructed

to assert the results of an action based on past user behavior data.

3.1 SystemDesign
The subject of this preliminary feasibility study is a small-scale

replica of Twitter. It provides the users with a GUI client with
which they can connect to a remote server and access a set of func-

tionalities resembling those offered by the popular social platform.

In particular, users can: sign-up, login, logout, view the list of other

users registered, choose to follow or unfollow a user, publish new

tweets, retweet to and like or unlike any of the tweets displayed,

share images (generated) with their tweets and retweets, view their

or users the follow’s tweets, hence view direct retweets made to

their tweets, view who has liked a tweet, and receive push alerts

when their tweets have been liked, or a user has started following

them.

The application is written in Java, and employs Java Swing

for the definition of the GUI and respects the default Model-View-

Controller (MVC) -based Observer design pattern. Furthermore, the

application includes several typical GUI features such as: asynchro-

nous operations (on most actions, e.g., tweet/retweet, like, menus),

pop-up windows, both custom and default User Interface (UI) com-

ponents, as well as graphically reacting on events not promoted by

the user events, e.g., receiving alerts.

3.2 Tracking Layer Injection
In this prototype, a tracking layer was woven into the client appli-

cation through Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP), and required

no modification of the codebase. Instead, a separateAspectJ project

was developed. The tracking layer is in charge of intercepting and

logging user actions, injecting hooks for the programmatic trigger-

ing of UI events, and maintaining an internal representation of the

GUI’s current state and available actions.

It does so by first intercepting declarations of UI components to

which user action events are added. Once one of such components

is created, the layer appends extra logic that allows it to be notified

whenever this becomes the subject of a user action. Upon receiving

such a notification, the layer logs the event and its respective date

and application state. A weak pointer to the components is kept

and referenced by an id. Such id represents the layout location

of the component in the UI, as the ordered nesting sequence of

its parents, and the text the component carried (when available),

thereby making it formal and session-independent. A numbering

system handles the instances in which components list multiple

children. As a result of this naming convention, active components,

i.e., currently on screen, are those that are bounded to an id starting

with the application’s window. Whenever structural UI changes

occur, these are intercepted, and the ids of the action-components

are recomputed. Therefore, the tracker maintains an up-to-date

representation of the component carrying actions the user may

currently choose to take. In turn, this allows for the programmatic

triggering of user events. In fact, given the id of a target component
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and the description of a user event (e.g., click), an AWT event is

created and invoked on the component.

Finally, for this first prototype, the application state was repre-

sented as the name of the view, or page, the user is currently viewing

upon taking action. Declarations and updates of such views are

handled similarly to the action components’ ids.

3.3 Agents Syntesis
The concept of agent was abstracted to a finite state automata, and

later three baseline agent types were derived: ReplayAgent, Ran-
domAgent, FrequencyAgent. In this particular instance, an agent

would: (1) (Select) select a user action given the current application

state, the set of available actions, and some agent-specific internal

logic; (2) (Perform) programmatically trigger the action selected;

(3) (Await) obtain the application’s state following the performing

of the action; (4) (Assert) verify the compliance of the state based

on some internal expectation; (5) return to 1.

ReplayAgent. A ReplayAgent is the simplest form of agent. It re-

executes the same sequence of actions that some real-world user

previously performed, supplied to it in the form of a log file. There-

fore, action selection consists in choosing the next action in the

sequence. Similarly, the state’s assertion verifies that the application

reached the same condition it did when the user initially performed

the same action. While this design will ensure the agent reproduces

realistic action sequences, these are fixed and fails to synthesize

user behavior, instead of providing similar value propositions of

unit/scenario tests. It not only leads to practical limitations (e.g.,

unavailable actions, cyclic operations) but also fails to explore ac-

tion subsequences that might occur in response to external changes

to the application state (e.g., interactions with other agents).

RandomAgent. A RandomAgent is another baseline agent design.
It consists of an agent that selects one of the available actions ran-

domly. Although it is eventually going to explore more use patterns

than a ReplayAgent, in its simplest form, it is unable to construct

an expectation for the application state following a random action.

Hence, this design also fails to synthesize user behavior and can

only unveil implementation level bugs, e.g., unhandled exceptions

and error codes. This strategy seems to diverge from the goals of

this project and instead results in an exploration testing strategy

with a complete lack of optimization strategy.

FrequencyAgent. Finally, a FrequencyAgent is the only agent intro-

duced in this prototype that makes a baseline attempt to synthe-

size user behavior.As the name suggests, this agent assumes the

probability of choosing a specific action is only dependent on the

application state. Thus, when supplied with a user’s activity log,

it builds an action frequency table about each state. Likewise, it

builds a state frequency table about each unique tuple of application

state and action taken. While the first table enables the agent to

perform a weighted sampling of an action during the Select phase,
the second allows the agent to have a weighted expectation about

the resulting application state.

3.4 Play Simulation
Despite the prototype relying on strong and baseline assumptions,

it proved that it is possible to inject into a target software some

custom logic for the tracking of user activity and later use this

information to synthesize user behavior. The feasibility of using

such agents to simulate end-user activity and therefore test the

application was also addressed. In particular, FrequencyAgents were
trained on user activity performed on the target system discussed

above, and later two types of bugs were artificially added to the

codebase. The first induced the client application into failing to take

the users back to the their feeds (or home) whenever they clicked

on an alert of another user liking one of their tweets. This was de-

signed to occur only after receiving 10 alerts, and aimed at asserting

whether the agents were able to detect a break in user expectations

occurring after some interactions among them. A second artificial

bug introduced in the codebase consisted of a runtime exception

being thrown programmatically with a certain probability every

time the user requested to follow another user. Both bugs were

eventually identified by the FrequencyAgents. In the case of the first

bug, it correctly reported the weighted expectation of the action

following the click on the like alert to consist of the feeds page,

but instead of this remaining at the alerts page. Hence, ultimately

confirming that a baseline form of Synthetic End-User Testing was

compilable for the system specification introduced in this work.

4 TAKEAWAYS
As a result of the investigations carried out in the compilation of

this prototype, a number of observations were made which can

inform future development in this context.

The first of these is that the data collected by the tracking layer di-

rectly affects how much the agents can learn to synthesize end-user

behavior and how effective the agent can be in detecting software

behavior breaking user expectations. The prototype was limited to

represent the system state as the name (id) of the currently active

page. Despite this being sufficient for detecting errors concerning

the updates of pages, it makes it intractable to see any other form

of errors, such as, for example, the liking of a tweet failing to up-

date the likes counter. Therefore, future work should also record

richer state representations that enable agents to make finer grain

validations.

A second observation concerns the modeling of user actions. Af-

ter preliminary qualitative analysis of the performances of the base-

line FrequencyAgent, it became evident how human decision-makers

do not infer action selection based on the current state alone. In-

stead, there appears to be an element of sub-flows in using a system,

each consisting of multiple actions. These concern different tasks

a user may carry out during an entire session, such as tweeting or

retweeting. FrequencyAgent failed to effectively replicate this behav-
ior, with actions found in those sub-flows performed by the real user

with equal frequency becoming overlapped. Future efforts should

therefore work towards building end-user models capturing this

aspect. This may be achieved by both computing a more significant

state capable of providing an opportunity to infer the actions taken

earlier or adding dependency of future actions on those in the past.

As a result, future work should focus on extracting fine-grained

information from the tracking phase and leverage deep learning

models, such as those above described, to generate agents that

can reduce the testing search space by more accurately encoding

end-user processes. Efforts should also evaluate the performance

trade-offs of maximizing code coverage against user behavior.
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